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EXTESA movable wall is the partition where transparency and elegance catch up the excellence. The nearly 
invisible chassis grants the sensation of a partition made only by glass. The glass itself, mechanically bound 
and completely carrying, is finally the true protagonist, free to express all its own aesthetic potentiality and to 
adapt to many requests and configurations. The wall appears perfectly aligned, without mechanical parts in 
view.

EXTESA is made by independent elements sliding on an aluminium alloy rail track fixed on the ceiling, without 
track profiles fixed to the flooring. Sliding system with two trolleys, at high resistance and low friction. 

Each element has a glazed carrying panel (glass 10 - 12 mm thick) and two thin aluminium profiles set in the 
upper and lower side to contain sliding and locking mechanisms. Each element is locked in position by a 
release lock mechanism set into lower profile (in the edge ora laterally with a knob). The locks couple with a 
set of sockets installed into the floor, step as the width of the element  and in number one or two for each 
element. At the end of partition there is a small 3-4 cm gap needed to unlock and move the elements.

It is possible to insert a pass door element. 

There are not regulative jamb fixed to concrete wall. For this reason it is necessary the perfect verticality of the 
concrete walls in the two edges of the movable wall.

Technical Characteristics

THICKNESS
Standard elements are 40 mm thick (consider 50 - 60 mm in stacking areas due to trolley dimensions).
For Door elements consider handle dimensions.

MAXIMUM HEIGHT
Standard wall: 3,5 m

FINISHINGS

Alu natural profiles

Tempered glass panels, 10 - 12 mm thick:
- Trasparent
- Sanded
- Colored
- Silkscreen
- Customer design

WEIGHTS
2Wall weight is about  25-35 kg per m  .

GAP BETWEEN LOWER PROFILE AND FLOORING
Nominal gap between lower profile and flooring is 15 mm for all elements. 
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The admitted tolerance on this dimension is ± 5 mm.

These limits have not to be excedeed in any point of the wall path, otherwise lower profiles could hit the 
floorings during element sliding or not correctly couple with floor sockets. 

EXTESA Elements

STANDARD ELEMENT
The standard element represents the typical element used to divide the different rooms. It is produced  with 
MONODIRECTIONAL / MULTIDIRECTIONAL sliding system (1 or 2 trolleys for each element). Locking 
system is made by an hand operated lock mechanism that push a mobile pin into a socket fixed to ground, 
linking at the same time to previous element. The first element to be operated needs a pin acted laterally to 
aluminium profiles by a small knob. 

Glass panels are not joined together: a gap of 5 mm exists between them. 

Element width is variable between 700 and 1300 mm. By request we can supply panels with smaller widths.

Standard elements are 40 mm thick (consider 50-60 mm for stacking areas due to trolley dimensions).

CLOSURE ELEMENT
The opening and closing manoeuvres of the partitions are effectued by means of the closure element, always 
set with a lateral knob or a key lock to close.

DOOR ELEMENT
It is possible to insert in elements pass doors full glazed. 

Door elements are 1200 mm max wide and allow a passage wing 950 mm max wide (wing opened 90°, except 
for handle dimensions).

The door element needs to be fastened even more: for this purpose the guide is drilled in order to 
accommodate an auxiliary upper pin.
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Tracks

Tracks are in EN AW 6005/A high resistance aluminium alloy.

The manoeuvre of the elements is easy and you can do it without effort. The ball bearing trolleys slide with 
precision in the aluminium track. 

The different typologies and the different utilization ways of the tracks are shown herebelow:

TRACK TYPE 8LN (not in view, inserted into false ceiling) suitable for MONODIRECTIONAL /  
MULTIDIRECTIONAL stacking schemes

- Utilizing trolleys type 8L
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Sections

Standard Element - Vertical Section
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Sections

Standard Element - Lateral View

Floor socket
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Sections

Element with Door - Lateral View

Fixing on rail track

Floor socket
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Series 8LN - Trolleys and Tracks
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Ideas	for	Planning

Which space do I need to divide?

Which supporting structures do I need? 

How many operable partitions do I need?

How much room is available to stack the elements of the operable partitions?

Extesa -  Planning - 1

Oddicini Industrie S.p.A. offers a wide range of versions of Extesa operable partitions, each one featuring its 
own range of options.

Before consulting your Oddicini agent we suggest you a planning that allows you to make the right choices 
and enables us to supply you with the product that best suit your requirements.

If you have to divide a specific area, you need to decide how many spaces you wish to create and their 
volumes. Once examined the existing space carefully, you should consider the elements that might interfere 
with the installation or the movement of the partitions, such as windows, columns, airconducts or pieces of 
furniture. You should assess if all the spaces you will create are suitably equipped with the services necessary 
for your activities. Is there a sufficient lighting system? Air conditioning? Electricity? All these considerations 
could lead to variations in the division you originally planned.

Most types of operable partitions are likely to depend on the load bearing elements (concrete soffits or 
ceilings) of the building. A verification of the soffit structure available or expected is necessary so to make sure 
it is fit for the anchorage of the system. In order to establish if the structure is adequate to support an operable 
partition it is sometimes advisable to consult a professional i.e. a structural engineer or an architect. 

Estimate how many partitions will be necessary and their approximate dimensions; your Oddicini agent will 
help you at a second stage to precisely assess your requirements.

The position of the stacking area can enormously influence the final layout of the operable partitions. Decide 
the areas where the elements will be stacked and parked when the partition is not in use. Typically these are 
stored at one of the two extremities of the partition itself. If there is enough space, the elements can be moved 
in a dedicated area of collection by means of additional parts of track.

Do I need special finishes?

Do I need special features?

The price of Extesa is influenced by the type of glass chosen. You can select it trasparent, sanded, colored, 
silkscreen or with custom designs.

Verify the safety features and standards to which the premises must conform to, the required class of fire 
reaction and fire resistance of the walls, the required number and dimensions of pass doors and/or 
emergency exits.
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